
Recap from Chapter 16:

-Later back in the Haunted house-

*Sadie was bandaging Spike's Cuts all over his body as Spike kept squirming on how tight they
were getting*.

Spike: Ow Ow ow! Sadie, be careful my body is sore… *Whines*.

Sadie: Oh Shut it you want the bleeding to stop?

Spike: Yes…

Ceo: Honestly you two should consider lucky you didn't die especially you Jim that was very
dumb of you to fall quickly to her power.

Jimmy: Uh EXCUSE me? I was vulnerable! your acting like it's myself that I let her had the jump
on me!

Ceo: That is exactly what I am talking about.

Shanks: *Bonk Punches Ceo’s head* Enough Ceo you should shut up now…

Ceo: Ow… *Dizzy stars*.

Spike: Well I'm glad you okay Jim I thought she was really gonna kill ya buuuuut I saved ya.

Jimmy: Honestly I was do F**king scared from that…

Spike: But hey Jim you should be happy *Smiling*.

Chungs: On him alive right?

Spike: No, I mean Jimmy has 2 Now, Meaning 2 Bad guys as rival or Arch enemy isn't it great
now you got more like me *Smiles*.

*Jimmy couldn't help but crack a fake smile As he was expression how mad he was but hiding
it*.

Jimmy: Oh…. Yay me…. [Spike….why did you bring that up! *In tears*].

Chapter 17
Retract Mixtape



Day 13 7:02 am

*Spike was outside on his morning run as he gets his daily breakfast Chili Dogs he gets
everything day as Spike passes through the places he knows [Throughout the Chapter] Until
stopping by the mall seeing lots of police sightings*.

Spike: Huh? This wasn't here last night *Shoves the whole Chilidog munching to get a closer
look as I see the 2 officers* Oh its the Mutt and Gatorboi and… huh? *Sees a Lion in a Detective
suit* Who is that? *Speed quietly getting much much closer to listen*

Barnes: Wow this place is all super destroyed… Klaus is not gonna be happy with this…

Scrap: Screw that! I am more worried on who the hell did this mess!

Angelo: I could gladly answer that *Walk in with Video Evidence* I found some solid evidence
and proof about what happened here *Shows the video of Spike and his friends fighting
Vampires*.

Scrap: HIM AGAIN!? Argh! He is f**king everywhere I swear!

Barnes: Cool it Scrap… look it's too early to jump to conclusions, Angelo we need more
evidence tha-.

Scral: F**k that Barnes if you won't step up in the case of Spike Yoshi then “I” Will ill be taking
that for more evidence thank you Angelo *Snatching the video leaving*.

Barnes: Scrap wait!... *Sighs* Angelo I am so sorry That he-.

Angelo: No no it is alright don't you worry i'll look into this Spike Character *Smokes a Cigar*
Besides, I do have some questions for him.

Barnes: *Sighs* That's good to know thank you now excuse Me I gotta stop my partner before
he goes Off crazy *Walks off after Scrap*.

*Then back to Spike he was sweating a bit Nervous absolutely a little worried as he fled the
scene in a hurry*.

Spike: Ooooo jeez that doesn't look good… but I'm sure it's fine *Smiled not worried Anymore*
Anyways I better head back to the house my friends should be gathered there *Speeds off fast*.

*As Spike was heading back to the house he runs into someone as the someone and Spike
fallen over*.

Someone: Ow! Hey, watch it!



Spike: Oh sorry about that *Bows apologizing*.

*But as the Someone turned it was DJ Feathermelon he gets surprised seeing Spike again*.

DJ Feathermelon: Ah! Hey, you're that Yoshi Kid!

Spike: Oh? Whazzat mean? I do I know you?

DJ Feathermelon: [Oh right he probably recognized me from my DJ make up look] *Sweat
smiling* You see I'm-.

*But Spike was already gone as Feathermelon Gasps looking around and seeing Spike Walk off
to the Haunted house*.

Spike: I'm back guys!

Chungs: Heeey Spike your here.

Ceo: So what's for Breakfast?

Spike: Oh didn't make Any *Smiled*.

Ceo: WHAAAAA!? No fair I want yummy foodies from you… *Pouting*.

Sadie: Oh grow up, You will live, you don't need Spike's Food all the time.

Ceo: Hey don't act like you love his food too! Besides around his cooking you drool.

Sadie: I do not Drool! *Hoofs embarrassed looking away in anger*.

Jimmy: Spike your just in time I just finished a new attacking spell just don't know how to test on
“what”.

Shanks: Just try outside, it doesn't matter.

Jimmy: But it does matter Shanks how am I supposed to Know it will work if it's needing exact
testing.

Spike: Oh do it on me *Smiled*

Joseph: Arf arf…



Spike: Hey! I'm not a Dumbass, you're even a Dumber Mutt if you think I could die you do it
then.

Joseph: *Growls Angry* ARF ARF ARF!

Spike: Yeah? What are you Chicken?

*Joseph and Spike leaned up face To face as they're eyes sparkled a rival hate again grumbling
as Jimmy separated them both by being between Shoving them*.

Jimmy: ENOUGH BOTH OF YOU! I swear you both need to stop and I'm not testing It on a
person that would- *Sees something outside Coming* What the…?

Spike: Huh? Jim?

Jimmy: Guys something is coming hide!

*Everyone hides suddenly as the figure was walking the dirt path to the front door*.

Ceo: What's up? Why are we hiding? *Whispering*.

Jimmy: I saw someone outside, it could be the police.

Sadie: You followed Spike!?

Spike: What? Why would I purposely let myself get followed by Something, I don't have stalkers.

Chungs: It's true well except for that cop guy's Assistant…

*Then there was the doorbell ringing as then they all stayed hidden for a few minutes until the
doorbell stopped But Spike left his hiding place to the door to answer*.

Ceo: Oh come on…

Jimmy: Are you kidding me?

*Spike then opens the door slowly as it was Feathermelon at the door*.

Spike: Oh hey it's you *Smiled*.

DJ Feathermelon: Uh yes hi I uh was trying to talk to ya but you kinda left me, Anyways your
name was uh… Spike?

Spike: Yes that's me who are you though? *Tilts my head*.



DJ Feathermelon: Oh well… you don't recognize me but I'm actually “DJ Feathermelon”.

*Suddenly Spike Gasps as he starts to slowly build up joy as he starts shaking in one place
holding in the joy in releasing*.

Spike: D-D-DJ FEATHERMELON!?!?! HOLY CRAP GUYS ITS DJ FE-!

*As Spike was gonna scream out in excitement DJ Feathermelon grabbed his mouth to speak
words out*.

DJ Feathermelon: Hey hey keep it down! My agent… doesn't know im out for walking right now
dude, Plus I'm not suppose to have my alter ego fame name be out in public, My real name is
Nolan Travis.

Spike: Nolan…Travis? *Mouth muffled by lips of speaking*.

Nolan: Yes its my true name.

Shanks: Spike whats going on we heard screa- Ah! Hey your the DJ.

Nolan: Hey hey quiet please *Worried waving by hand* Huh wait a second your that Fat Gator,
Er no offense mate *Smiled sweating*.

Shanks: None taken…

*Then the other team members came out as Chungs Sadie and Jimmy get surprise but why was
at the door*.

Jimmy: Mr.Feathermelon?

Nolan: That isn't my name dammit! *Sighs* Sorry It's Nolan.

Ceo: Oh! Your DJ Feathermelon that was saved by Spike and the guys! I heard about you.

Nolan: Well yay it's good to know some recognize me and not go crazy unlike… him *Points at
Spike*.

Spike: Sorry im a huge fan *Mouth still muffling*.

Nolan: Trust me I am aware… *Smiled sighing* I am sorry if this is too much trouble. I actually
need help.



*Suddenly the word help slowed down out of Nolan's mouth until Spike's eyes went wide as he
was on Sugar like a child as the team noticed extremely worried*.

Jimmy: Oh no…

Spike: *Shaking until running excited* YAAAAAAY! *Stops in front of Nolan with a big smile* Of
course we'll help you!!!

Nolan: Oh uh.. uhm *Really nervous thinking I may have did a error mistake*.

Shanks: Uh Spike a Word please *Picks up Spike by tail*.

Spike: Heeeey Why for! *Pouting like a child*.

Jimmy: What do you think *Tapping my foot arms crossed*.

*Then they go to Spike's room for a Private talk*.

Ceo: Oh wow nice room Spike.

Spike: Aw thanks so why need to talk? and can I come down now please?

*Shanks throws Spike on his car bed as Spike bounced until stopping on one place*.

Shanks: Listen we understand your fan boying Nolan but don't you think it's weird?

Spike: How come?

Shanks: I mean the fact that Nolan just followed you and asking for us in help don't you think It's
really strange.

Sadie: You know that's true it is odd, But he seems Harmless so I don't see what will try to do.

Jimmy: Plus why trust us first doesn't he know we did well… “questionable things”.

Spike: You mean fighting Vampires, Destroying things, Fighting Fat Rat, and Going into Card
Tournaments.

Jimmy: Okay that last one doesn't count but yes those other things. Besides, how do we know
to trust “Him” himself?

Spike: *Gasps* Jimmy Blubba! You dare take Nolan the Greatest Amazing DJ Artist in all of
history to a Liar absolute Shame on you! Shame!!



Jimmy: It's not a shame first off! And secondly you don't even know him. We may have saved
his life but we don't know him, he barely knows us!

Spike: Look I don't care when someone is in need of help we help them end of Story! And if any
one else has Complains can't and as Leader it's our job to help others.

Ceo: Hang I thought you formed us together to hang over with you for fun.

Spike: That's another thing but the important thing is danger is magnetic to us so we have no
choice we are Oddpair.

Sadie: Ugh fine whatever if you really think Nolan is trustworthy why not do trial like Ceo.

Spike: I can't trial a Famous DJ! And besides I lost my Judge Outfit.

Everyone: HOW!?

Spike: Details don't matter *Arms crossed*.

Jimmy: *Groans face palming* Okay fine we can help him, But if it's something we don't like it's
gonna be a problem we already have enough problems as it is.

Spike: Thank you, *Speeds down to Nolan* Hiiii Nolan sorry about that.

Nolan: No worries mate but uhm you’ll help right?

Spike: Oh my goodness Yes! But quick question: what's the occasion, what's wrong?

Nolan: Oh! Well can I come in to explain?

Spike: Of course you can. *Smiled showing Nolan inside*.

*Then Nolan sits down on couch with the Oddpair members sitting down*.

Nolan: Okay so I know it seems like I'm desperate for some help? Well see, remember that
“incident” at the Warehouse?

Spike: Incident?

Jimmy: Your talking about that Green guy right?

Nolan: Yes well wherever I go I felt like I followed around every corner… last night my place got
totally trashed.



Spike: WHAT!? *Head exploding and popping back* Who would do such a horrible thing!

Ceo: Wait, if it really got trashed, do you have proof?

Nolan: Yes but someone destroyed the cameras, But I found this *Shows teared Fabric of
clothing*.

*The Fabric was black and soft like a warm blanket but it didn't make sense*.

Jimmy: This isn't the Green Guys…

Nolan: What?

Jimmy: I would know the color difference his fabric was greenish but this is complete black.

Nolan: Well I tried going to the police buuuut they probably think I'm crazy, So I had to find help
somewhere until Spike bumped into me and that's why I had a brilliant idea “Follow him ask him
for help”.

Spike: Nolan of course will help you in your time of need!

Sadie: So what do you want us to do?

Nolan: Bodyguards I just don't feel safe in and outside… I just need protection and due to the
budget of my Agent we don't have enough to hire bodyguards…

Shanks: Bodyguards huh? Well that sounds simple.

Spike: Yay I agree with Shanks, Nolan you got yourself a deal we will help you.

Nolan: *Sighs relieved* Thank you so much, Here follow me ill take you to my place.

*Then after a drive to the city and arriving at the place that Nolan would be staying in city it was
a Giant tower 5-Star Hotel*.

Chungs: Whoa! The Tri-End Hotel! This is where you live?

Nolan: Yay my real home isn't in Srabury I have another home across in a whole other city I was
planning to go back but told my agent I could stay here a few more weeks it's nice here,
Anyways come with me.

*Inside there was lots of people around as there was Staff walking and people in and out frome
doors*.



Ceo: Holy crap I never thought I would end up seeing inside the greatest hotel in the city.

Spike: *Eyes Sparkles* OOOOOOOO THIS PLACE IS HUGE AND FANCY! LOOK AT THE
BLACK PEARL FLOORS! It's like I can see my whole reflection!

Jimmy:... So you live in one of the rooms here?

Nolan: Yep I sure do.

Jimmy: Oh… great [OH GOD ITS SO BIG I FEEL LIKE I'M HAVING A PANIC ATTACK!]

Nolan: Come on we’ll take elevator let's go *Leads The way*.

*Then as they all enter elevator it was all made of glass as they could see all of the City from the
view Spike leaned on the Glass his face squishing up to it Excitedly looking down*.

Spike: Wow this is so cool!!! Guys we are going so high up!

Ceo: Aw c'mon that not too impressive I seen prettier views than this, Compared to Tokyo this is
nothing.

*Then arriving at the 37th floor they made it to Nolan's Hotel room G252 and as Nolan unlocked
the door they all entered in seeing such amazing stuff and DJ Equipment*.

Spike: Oh my god! Oh my god! *Panting excited*.

Jimmy: Spike calm down seriously, It's getting a bit uncomfortable.

Spike: Sorry im just so happy we are hanging out with DJ Feathermelon!

Ceo: Dude this place is sick not gonna lie.

Nolan: Just the Hotel's Best rooms to those love to use it, Besides it's not all fancy I just chosen
a room that doesn't have that much Fancy class to boot, Anyway here it is *Shows some of the
Stuff that was destroyed*.

Ceo: Whoa this sh*t got F**ked up.

Sadie: *Touches the Equipment*...Fried seems like they were dosed with liquid recently.

Shanks: Whoever did this must really don't want you to do your job.

Spike: It's Terrible! That's what is it! Don't worry Nolan we will never leave your side *Smiled
hugging Him*.



Nolan: Uhm… Spike your sorta squishing me…

Jimmy: *Pulls Spike off Nolan* Come on Spike, that's enough.

Spike: Awww…

*As everyone watched Spike dragged away they look at the fired Equipment until the door was
opening*.

Jam: Mr.Nolan I just wanted to remind you your music is due drop ti- *Stops*.

*Then everyone looked at Nolan's Agent with extreme awkward faces*.

Spike: It's exactly what it looks like?

Jimmy: *Smacks Spike's head mad*.

Spike: Ow…

Jam: WHAT THE HELL IS THIS!?

Nolan: Whoa whoa Jam mate calm down they are… my bodyguards?

Ceo: A Weird way to word it

Jam: Your Bodyguards? Mr.Nolan are you sure Because this is… just a group of- *Turns looking
at Spike* WAIT IT'S YOU!

Spike: It's me *Smiling until it faded* Waaaait me how?

Jam: I'm calling the police, you're not going anywhere!

*Then everyone gets shocked as they were in a bit of worried and panic*.

Spike: Whoa whoa wait what?

Jimmy: Uh sir please there must be some kind of misunderstanding!

*Suddenly Oddpair team phones were going off as they Pulled out they're phones they sees a
News notice of Spike being Wanted for award of 500,000*.

Ceo: Holy sh*t! Uhm… Spike, Jim you might want to see this.



*Then they show Spike and Jimmy the wanted noticed*.

Jimmy: AH! *My face in shock my jaw dropping*.

Spike: Oh my god! This is terrible!

Ceo: Yay for really this is really f**king bad!

Spike: No, not that they got my Hair wrong in that drawing.

Everyone:...

Nolan: *Whispers* Is he always like this? How could he not know his life's wanted by the police
of Srabury city…?

Sadie: *Whispers* It's a Mystery…

Jam: Ugh finally hello Police yes this is an emergency It's that-.

Ceo: *Bash the Agent with a Pan* Emergency Pan attack!

Nolan: AH!

Shanks: WHAT THE HELL ARE YOU DOING!

Ceo: Uh Getting us the hell away c’mon!

*Then everyone then started running except Nolan Was packing up his equipment And then
running with the others as then everyone was really booking it but everywhere they go they kept
seeing so many Social Digital Posters of Spike wanted on Billboards, Phones, Bus stops and
Buildings and car news*.

Chungs: Oh my god… nowhere is safe around this whole city!

Spike: Well atleast I'm noticed *Smiled*.

Everyone: HOW COULD YOU BE CALM!?

Ceo: Dude if you don't see that your a criminal right now I don't know what will…

Nolan: Why didn't you tell me.

Spike: But I didn't do anything bad… unless maybe *Thinking*.



Jimmy: Crap, let's get back to the house.

Ceo: Yay agreed!

*Then everyone ran and ran as they kept On running as they ran all the way back to the
Haunted House panting as got inside the house finally*.

Ceo: Ow… I hate running so… *Pant* *Pant* Much!

Shanks: Likewise…

Jimmy: Okay i think we are good no one seemed to followed us so we should be okay.

Spike: So what now? I know there's danger outside, including for me. Should we still figure out
who sabotaged Nolan?

Sadie: Well apparently we have to because your ass is wanted and we are stuck to you.

Spike: I'm so sorry guys *Sad*.

Chungs: No need to apologize, we know you're a good guy with a good heart.

Spike: That's True *Smiled* Oh yay before we left I actually did found something interesting
*Shows a belt*.

Shanks: What is that?

Spike: Oh a belt it was under Nolan's bed.

Ceo: Huh!? You should have said so sooner you ass!

Spike: I mean you never asked

*Everyone went silent as Ceo snatched the belt and gave It a sniff because of his sense of smell
as a Wolf*.

Jimmy: What are you-!?

Ceo: Shhh hold on, let me work okay….*Sniffs again*.....Hmmm this scent… yes “Kangaroo”.

Shanks: What?

Ceo: The Scent of the belt who owned it, It has the Scent of a Kangaroo.



Spike: How could you tell?

Ceo: I'm a Wolf they have the sense to smell Scent on species normally I never do it for well…
obvious Reasons, But yay it's handy but a bit weird i know but it's a skill my dad taught me.

Nolan: That's weird though I never met any Kangaroo.

Spike: [Wait Kangaroo…] *Thinking* Hmm…

Jimmy: Spike what's the matter?

Spike: Huh? Oh uh nothing it's nothing.

*Ceo then noticed a Fainest around Spike’s expression as he thinks he may know who broke
in*.

Ceo: [Wait what the hell? Was that the Fainest…? Does Spike know?]

Spike: But anyways we should go find where Joseph could you track down the owner of the
belt?

Joseph: Arf arf!

Spike: Quiet being stubborn! And do it!

Joseph: *Growling snatched the belt with my mouth sniffing it until getting the scent as I start
tracking* Arf!

Spike: Alright he’s got the scent let's go!

Ceo: Hold it your gonna need a Disguise first off.

Spike: Oh! Great idea luckily I can pick on alot of things *Zooms up grabbing my different
uniforms* Hmm… Jeez never though ones would be well… hard.

Shanks: Look, just put one on, it won't matter.

Spike: *Digs through until seeing Something I like* Got it! *Goes up fast as I dress up as a Punk
Dino Rider as I got My Black Shades on and cool leather jacket* There we go!

Ceo: Whoa holy sh*t those Shades look Badass!

Spike: It's missing one thing though luckily I got it from Jim's Room.



Jimmy: What…?

*Spike pulls out a Voice changing potion*.

Spike: This should work.

Jimmy: Wait! Spike hold on I haven't even tested it yet we don't know what will happen if-.

*Spike then hugged the whole bottle down as everyone Gasps in shock as it was too late*.

Spike: “Ahem”... So how do I sound?

*Spike voice changed instantly a much deeper and calmer voice*.

Jimmy: O-oh… it worked?

Ceo: Apparently it did, I mean a bit standard voice though I was hoping his voice to be much
deeper but I'll take it.

Spike: Let's go Guys!

*Then everyone then followed Joseph as they been walking for a few hours taking busses and
different street paths*.

-6 Hours later-

Ceo: Uggggggh it's Been 6 hours! And we didn't find anything!

Jimmy: Yay I know plus it's getting really late too… and it's start get really worry too.

Spike: Joseph, are your sure you're not rotating us in circles?

Joseph: Arf Arf!

Spike: I was only asking a Question relax.

Joseph: *Grumbles Until stopping* ARF ARF!

Spike: Joseph what's up?

*Joseph pointed as it lead to a Old Abandoned City Warehouse*.

Ceo: In there?



Sadie: Hang on I know that Warehouse that's where the Fisherman would Go store fish for
merchants but why here? It's been shut down since a Year ago…

*Then they went to door of the warehouse opening it slowly of how heavy it was and as they
walked in to see what was up the whole place had stuff and a Equipment*.

Jimmy: Oh my god look at all of this.

Shanks: This stuff is… stolen!? What Is all this doing here.

Nolan: Wait a sec… that's my Track Set! Why is it here?

*Suddenly from out of nowhere Joseph’s body pulled a String as then darts from out of nowhere
place to see everyone gets darted*.

Spike: Ow… *Pulls out the dart from my tail* H-huh… *Felt wobbly* Wow I feel really… weird.

Shanks: Ugh… huh? *Sees in colors giggling until laughing* Ahahahahaha…*Falls on my face
passed out*.

Jimmy: Guys…what's going on…*My eyes big until blank falling over*.

*Everyone felt dizzy seeing colors as they all passing out from Tranquilizer traps places in the
whole warehouse and one person walked up from out the Shadows*.

???: Well well well what do we have here *Pulls the shades off of Spike until grinning* Hmph
never thought I get to see you again “Cheater” *I then pull out my flip phone calling someone*
Hello yes its me yay I found the Yoshi.

Ceo:...*Slowly waking up as I pull the Dart out my arm as I got up slowly as I backed away
grabbing someone*.

???: Uh huh… understood bring him alive yes I know, Okay see you soon *Hangs up* Now to
get rid of the- *Gasps* What!?

Ceo: *Clicks the gun* Don't move…

???: Impossible! How did you wake up!

Ceo: Seriously? You think a Dart like that knocked me out unlike the others I have been darted
many times. I gained half immunity to it so I woke up more quickly so I was faking my little
“Nap”.

???: GRR you bastard I didn't think you were so smart like that!



Ceo: And I didn't expect to see you “Ivan”.

Ivan:...*Pulls my mask off* So you found me out.

Ceo: No I wasn't that was all Spike, He figured it out the first he thought when trying to track
your ass.

Ivan: *Growling* Spike this! Spike that! I swear it's all about him! This is the reason I hate him;
he stole everything from me! My reputation Was taken from, My Life, My Fans, My house!
Everything!

Ceo: Tch you think I care what happened to ya, What I want to know who hired you to ruin
Nolan’s Set *Mad as I point the gun* Tell me!

Ivan: *Mad look pulling out my Hook Swords spinning them* Wouldn't you like to know now get
outta my way Spike is mine And I'm taking Spike to “Him” no matter what!

Ceo: Who the hell is "Him”?

Ivan: I SAID STOP TALKING!

Announcer: Fight No.10

Ceo vs Ivan

Now FIGHT!!!

*Then Ivan swings his Hook at Ceo Really Fast as Ceo dodged rolling and fired Bullets at Ivan
as they both had fast reactions As Ivan throws throwing Knives which Hit Ceo's Face but he
resisted the pain going for him Suitcase of built weapons*.

Ceo: You wanna play dirty! Fine, let's play dirty! *Pull out Music Discs as I threw them*.

Ivan: Ahahaha what type of weapons are those you really think those will hurt me.

Ceo: No but this will *Presses a Button*.

*Then after a push the Disc's turn to flying Drones with Drone Pistols as they shot to Ivan*.

Ivan: AH! *Growling pulling out my Blowpipe shooting out the drones*.

*Ceo them dives into Ivan as Ivan got distracted as they both got to a Fist to Fist fight but Ivan
was way more experienced as Ceo kept blocking until throwing down a Ice Cube Bomb*.



Ivan: What The?

Ice cube: “Stay Frosty! ^^”.

*The Explosion caused a Blizzard inside the warehouse which blinded Ivan*.

Ivan: GRRR YOU COWARD FIGHT ME!!! ENOUGH WITH THESE DAMN TOYS YOU USE!

Ceo: Is that what you think my creation babies are? *Pulls out my Railgun as I shot Ivan with
perfect shot*.

*The Shot got to Ivan’s Arm*.

Ivan: AHHH! *Smoke Bombs as I teleport to where you are*.

*Ceo was wearing a Snowy Tundra Coat and X-Ray glass bottle Goggles to see through the
snow as he detected Ivan from behind shooting him*.

Ivan: *Dodges as I grabbed the Rail gun* GRRR You got skills Ceo but I am way above your
own level! So enough games! I'm ending this, *Pulling out my one Hook Sword as I Stabbed
Ceo*.

*But Ivan heard a Balloon bomb until he sees that it was a Body fake*.

Ivan: What the!?

Ceo: *Raised up from Behind as I shot a Small bullet to the hand*.

*Ivan screamed as his hand holding his hook sword he dropped it as he was totally defenseless
as Ceo jumped on him with his knees on Ivan*.

Ceo: It's over…*Clicks my gun*.

Ivan:...Well well you win “Champion” Ceo what you gonna do Kill me? Go ahead shoot me I'm
already down you clearly got the upper hand.

Ceo: Are you for real? You clearly had me but things to my wonderful creation babies you think I
gained the upper hand? No I don't think so, Besides I'm not gonna kill ya I'm gonna give ya a
F**king warning. If you ever think of going after our asses like this I will kill you this time.

Ivan: *Glares getting up kicking Ceo off me* You Prick you are gonna pay for this…

Ceo: Now tell me who you are working for!



Ivan: Like I would tell ya that *Snickers* Besides I already won *Presses a Button* Good luck
leaving this place before in a millions of pieces *Winking laughing until vanishing*.

*Ceo heard ticking until realizing there was a Bomb in the Warehouse*.

Ceo: Sh*t!! *Jumps down as I wake up everyone* GUYS GUYS WAKE UP! WAKE UP DAMN
IT!

*Suddenly to Ceo’s words the others we’re waking up as they got up seeing snow everywhere*.

Sadie: What The f-.

Spike: What happened… and WHY IS IT SO COLD IN HERE *Shaking*.

Ceo: No time for that! That Assassin bombed this place we have to leave!

Jimmy: WHAT!?

Shanks: We gotta get out of here!

Nolan: Wait but my equipment!

Ceo: WE GOTTA GO! *Carries Nolan out* RUN!!!

*Then everyone ran out as fast as possible until the whole Warehouse completely Exploded as
the Warehouse was just a Giant huge Fireball of Destruction of what it was remained*.

Sadie: Holy sh*t!

Ceo: AWESOME YES!!

Jimmy: Really!?

Ceo: What? I love Giant explosions of destruction. It's great.

Shanks: All that evidence we could have presented to the police is All gone.

Nolan: And My Equipment *Cried out*.

Spike: Aw Nolan We are so sorry… we wish we could make it up to you *Hugging Nolan*.

Nolan: Spike… again Squishing Me…



Jimmy: *Pulls Spike off Nolan* Spike stop it. I told ya to not do that again.

Spike: Aww.. Hang on Ceo if We were out cold how did you wake up?

Ceo: Oh that well I been Tranquilized a lot so after being Tranquilized for so long I gained Half
immunity to it.

Chungs: Wait a second that means you saw the Assassin. Do you know who did it!?

Ceo: Yay and Spike figured it out.

Jimmy: What? No way… Spike?

*Spike was a bit silent and shrugging a nod yes that answers to everyone he had figured it out
without saying a word*.

Shanks: You knew!?

Spike: Well kinda just wasn't sure Ceo who was it?

Ceo: Ivan Murray.

Spike: I KNEW IT! The Black Kangaroo Guy!

Sadie: The Card player champion your kidding right.

Ceo: Would I Legit lie I'm not right now plus Spike knew when Tracking him and if he had told us
we wouldn't believe him.

Jimmy: Ugh yay your right…

Shanks: What happened?

Ceo: He escaped unfortunately I couldn't stop him in time I just hesitated To kill him.

Spike: That's a good thing Ceo you did the right thing, Even though Ivan was bad you did the
right thing of nor ending his life, But case close! Now we know who sabotaged Nolan, And I'm
sorry about your stuff.

Nolan: It's okay my Agent will buy the equipment to replace.

Shanks: But guys that explosion Was heard from the whole city we gotta bounce.

Ceo: Yay for sure.



Spike: I'll handle it *Carries everyone on my back as I then speed Off using my powers* HOLD
ON!

*As everyone ride Spike the first time they experience first time very fast speeds as they
screamed as they were really holding on tightly as they made it to the Haunted house in 5
mins*.

Spike: We're here everyone off *Smiled*.

*Everyone was shaking as most Hair and fur were messed up except of course Shanks has
none of that*.

Spike: Oh sorry *Smiling sweating a bit*.

Ceo: Uh.. n-nope were good all good here…

Jimmy: *Pukes in a bush* Excuse me, sorry…

Spike: Aw wow that's just gross well let's go inside i'll bake.

Shanks: No Dinner?

Spike: Sadly know buuut I know a perfect dessert though.

*Then inside everyone sat down as Spike got to work into Baking as Spike was making with
Cocoa powder, Chocolate Syrup heated with Fudge mix and a bit if Vanilla Frosting with Butter
sticks Salt Flour and some Brown Sugar and after a Few minutes Spike added the finishing
touches adding Some Sweet Bananas and Drip once of Carmel And sprinkle pinch if White
sugar powder*.

Spike: It's Ready!

<Spike Cooking #4>

Sweet Banana Lava Bomb Cake

Ceo: Whoa this is Lava Bomb cake!

Spike: It sure is.

Nolan: Oh my gosh it looks amazing the texture looks perfect.

Shanks: Strange normally Lava cakes are soft but it's solid.



Spike: That's the best part, *Cracks it with the spoon*.

*Soon the Chocolate syrup inside slowly came out as it was abit hot as Spike gave the first taste
with the bananas he gave a thumbs up but a little tears from the heat*.

Spike: Ow… but it's great though *Smiled still in a bit of Tears*.

*Then everyone slowly tried it in small bite to not burn their mouths but even a tiny piece they're
mouth was led to joy*.

Nolan: Oh my god! *Holding my mouth* It literally is a actually good lava bomb Cake.

Sadie: Normally I never break out on chocolate but this taste is balanced and rich.

Shanks: Agreed I think the hardness was better.

Chungs: The Chocolate inside is really hot.

Spike: Oh you know what tastes great with this *Holds Milk Chug* Dip it with some milk and it
will cool down the heat a bit.

Ceo: Oh uh nah I'm good thanks.

Jimmy: Same Spike I'll stay with heat.

Spike: Eh suit Yourself *Pours a glass as I pour a bit on my cake as I take some* Ah~ Better
*Smiled*.

*As they all eat, suddenly they heard a car horn*.

Jimmy: What The hell?

Nolan: Oh that's my agent… sorry I must be off.

Spike: Awww already..? But we were just getting to know you though!

Nolan: I know but maybe we'll see each other again, Oh yay Spike I have something for you.

Spike: Me? *Looks down my boot as I noticed a Paper pulling it out and opening it seeing and
Autograph* AHHHH NO WAY HE SIGNED IT! YAAAAY THANK YOU! *In tears hugging Nolan*
So much!

Nolan:...*Hugged back* Your welcome mate *Smiling*.



Jimmy: Okay Spike that's enough.

Spike: *Lets go* Please come back and visit please! *Waving bye*.

Ceo: See ya.

Sadie: Later.

Jimmy: Farewell!

Nolan: *Waving bye with a smile As I walked to my Limo with my Agent inside*.

*The Agent drove off taking Nolan back to the hotel*.

Jam: Sir are you okay? Did the Yoshi hurt you?

Nolan: No Jam it's okay really I'm fine.

Jam: *Sighed* Well good anyways what happened when I passed out I been looking for you
everywhere.

Nolan:...Oh its nothing really sir, Anyway what was that about my music?

Jam: Oh… uhm I don't know how to explain this but… The New music you have to work on is
due… tomorrow.

Nolan: Oh…

Jam: But don't worry ill call for an extension the big boss won't be happy… Mr.Nolan will you
really be okay with a Extended time?

Nolan:...*Sighed* I have no choice but to schedule it very well please.

Jam:...*Gulps* U-understood..

*Nolan then looked out the window in the night sky and smiled an idea for his new track song*.

Nolan: Hmm *Smiled*.

The end!

Epilogue



-Meanwhile at Berg.inc-

Violet: You had the Yoshi? But failed to bring him here?

Ivan: It wasn't my fault the Damn Wolf got in the way… I'm sorry.

Violet: You know what happens when Klaus knows of this right it will mean bad news for you
and himself he will lose it! You're lucky I'll keep quiet about this so you can recover and try
again, understand?

Ivan: Don't worry I won't fail Mr.Klaus again… I promise.

Violet: Good, Now go!

*Ivan then disappears as Violet walked off to Klaus’s office*.

Violet: Mr.Klaus I wanted to tell you about the Wanted Posters? What should we do?

Klaus:...Let him go.

Violet: Sir?

Klaus: Report this to the Police personally tell them to keep quiet of Spike Yoshi and if they have
compliments they will go straight to me.

Violet: I understand I'll report of this tomorrow *Bows and takes my leave*.

Klaus: *Opens a File holding a Personal Wanted poster of Spike which I kept* Soon… soon you
will be all mine…

To be continued

Chapter 18

The Market Experience


